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bread are procurable, also water and fodder for animals. Idz is two hours' march from the foot of Shibam heights.
Beyond Idz the road traverses numerous defiles between rugged kopjes fringed with bush, entering more open country as it approaches the foot-hills of the main range.
An hour from Idz the track passes through a deep, narrow gully for twenty minutes—an awkward spot when the district is disturbed, as thick bush and overhanging rocks afford ideal cover for a tribal ambush. Beyond this gully the foot-hills of the main range commence, and between them the camel-road branches off to the right toward the great valley of Siham, which it traverses down to the Tihama, thus avoiding Menakha ridge. Surmounting a rocky spur beset with venomous thickets of fiercely-armed euphorbia, the road descends into an amphitheatre between rocky hills, in the centre of which is the important fortress of Mefhak, on the crest of a steep, tall kopje to the right of the road, and completely commanding it as it winds round the inner spurs of the encircling hills. On one of these spurs, above the road to the left, is the little village of Mefhak, and there is a caravansary for travellers and a well below the village on either side of the track. Mefhak fort is held by a small detachment of Ottoman troops and looks a hard nut to crack, for the only approach is up a steep zigzag which could be swept from above. It had to capitulate after the fall of Sanaa in 1904, being closely beleaguered without hope of relief from Menakha.
After Mefhak the road tackles the steeply rising foothills in earnest, sweeping round one craggy shoulder after another in an ever-increasing gradient that culminates in a really strenuous climb up past a tiny hamlet

